HOME

la marzocco home - milk steaming and pouring
Helpful Tips:
Always use fresh cold milk - this is much easier to texture and heat and will result in the sweetest flavours to compliment your coffee.
Reheated milk will burn and cause your coffee to taste bitter and burnt.
Always use a pre-warmed cup - to ensure the cup doesn’t make your coffee and milk go cold quickly.
Fill the jug no more than 2/3 with milk - this allows room for the milk to expand when frothing and heating without overflow and spillage.
When steaming don’t let the steam tip touch the bottom of the jug – this causes the steam to separate and push the milk in many different
directions and creates unwanted air in the milk.
Keep the milk moving in the right direction by placing the steam tip just under the surface and off centre - this makes the steam hit
the side of the jug keeping “the vortex” or “whirlpool” motion.
Full Cream Milk – this is the easiest to texture because of the high fat content making it easy to stretch/aerate.
Skim Milk/Low Fat Milk – this needs more attention to avoid large bubbles forming and will separate very quickly once heated.
Soy or Nut Milks – the boiling point is lower than cow’s milk (around 55°C) so to avoid curdling, don’t overheat.
Always ensure you purge condensed water out of the steam wand - by turning the steam knob on for a couple of seconds with the tip
facing away from you into the drip tray.

Milk Jug Size Guide
300 ml – 1 small coffee
600 ml – 2 small or 1 large
1 litre – 3 small or 2 large

Milk Steaming/Texturing
There are two stages to texturing milk well

The first stage is stretching or texturing - this can only occur from fresh cold milk till luke warm temperature. Once the milk becomes warm it
won’t stretch and only big airy bubbles will be created. A gentle ‘tsst tsst’ should be heard if you are letting the right air in to the milk,
ie loud noises = big air bubbles.
The second stage is heating the milk to your desired temperature - this is where the milk steaming should be kept quiet by keeping the steam
tip just under the milk. The only sound should be of the milk rolling around the jug in a controlled whirlpool. Excess bubbles disappear into the
vortex at the centre of the whirlpool. Ensure you are listening to the pitch (sound) of the milk, as it gets lower this is when you should be preparing
to turn the steam knob off.
It’s very important to position the jug correctly before you turn the steam wand on - it only takes seconds to texture and heat the milk.
Positioning the jug well will help you create smooth milk and not lose control of the milk mid-steam. Use the jug spout as a guide for the steam
wand - think of the milk jug as a clock and the spout is 12. This is where the steam wand will rest. The steam tip should be in the top right
quadrant facing about 3 o’clock and just off centre. Place the steam tip, around 5mm under the cold milk.
Turn the steam knob on - if there is no ‘tsst tsst’ noise tilt the jug back very slightly - If you have positioned the jug well you shouldn’t need to
move the jug at all. The steam will push the milk away and start the whirlpool immediately. Very small bubbles should be created and begin
swirling into the centre of the jug. Adjust angle very slightly towards you to increase the vortex as the milk rises.

Use your palm to feel the temperature of the milk whilst steaming - just gently tap the jug with your palm, so you don’t burn your hand as the
milk gets hotter. You can gauge hot milk increasing in temperature gradually. Once the jug is too hot to hold, don’t stop steaming. Remove your
hand and keep texturing for a few more seconds until the milk changes in pitch to a slightly deeper sound.
Using a thermometer will be a much more accurate way to keep the milk from burning - stopping the milk at about 55-60°C will result
in the optimum temperature of 60-65°C (for cow’s milk) as the milk will keep heating up to 10°C when you stop steaming.

Milk Texturing and Temperature Scale
Fresh Cold Milk 4°C
Use the right amount of milk for the number of coffees you are making.
Up to 15°C
The milk is cold and requires just a couple of seconds to break through the cold barrier
Between 15°C - 30°C
This stage is the crucial texturing stage – Just allow the very tip of the steam wand to skim a very light stretching noise across the milk
and create smooth silky froth. Keep the milk jug steady.
Reaching 35°C
Stop stretching the milk. Raise the jug so the steam tip enters the milk just below the surface of the milk. Stopping the hissing noise
but keeping the vortex to work any excess bubbles into the centre.
60-65°c
Stop Heating the milk. Turn the steam knob off. Lower the jug and wipe the steam wand with a clean damp cloth every time. After heating
keep swirling the milk around in the jug, this keeps the milk and froth joined for optimum pouring. Now pour immediately into your coffee.

Pouring Technique

Once the milk is textured keep the milk rolling/swirling in the jug to keep the froth and milk from separating - this will also keep the milk shiny and
ready to pour. Think of the pour as levering the jug spout higher or lower to get the desired amount of froth in the cup.
Pouring should be smooth and steady into the cup so you don’t create bubbles or break the crema by pouring too fast.

CAPPUCCINO - Placing the jug spout low into the cup, tip the bottom of the jug up fast to pour quickly and ease off at the end when the
cappuccino dome has formed.
CAFFE LATTE - Placing the jug spout at a high angle from the cup and gently tipping the milk into the centre of the cup till 2/3 full then pushing
the spout down and pouring faster at the end will result in a gorgeous latte with about 1 cm of froth.
FLAT WHITE – Using the same angle as the latte pour, keeping the spout at a high angle from the cup just a shorter fast pour at the last second
of filling the cup so you have about 5mm of creamy textured milk sealing the flavours.
Troubleshooting

My milk has no froth - Ensure the steam tip is not too low in the milk only heating and not stretching. If the milk is screaming at you this is a sign
you are not letting enough air in. Very fractionally tilt the jug lower to make the tip skim across the surface of the milk and get the ‘tsst tsst’ noise.
My milk is too bubbly/frothy - Ensure the milk is spinning in a whirlpool to ensure any excess bubbles are being worked into the vortex. Also ensure
the steam tip is not too far above the milk, thus creating excess bubbles/aeration. Raise the jug a tiny bit higher until you hear a more gentle
hissing noise, listen for ‘tsst tsst’
The Milk is too cold when I drink it but it feels hot on my hand when I touch the jug - The milk will feel hotter on the hand before the milk is hot
enough to drink. Most people like a “hot” cup of coffee 70°C finishing temperature and warming the cup before pouring your espresso (with hot
water from the tea spout) will result in a temperature most people love. Generally, when you tap the jug with your hand and it starts to feel hot,
not warm, you can count 3 seconds and this should result in hot milk without burning. If you prefer the ‘Purists’ milk temperature that will have
the sweetest flavours, but not be too hot to the tongue, 55-60°c end temperature is your goal.
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